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Abstract Policy-Driven Separation for Reconfigurable Systems Ted Huﬀmire Reconﬁgurable hardware is at the heart of many high-performance embedded systems. Satellites, set-top boxes, electrical power grids, and the Mars Rover all rely on Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) to perform their respective functions. Despite the proliferation of reconﬁgurable devices into critical systems, sound reconﬁgurable system security remains an unsolved challenge. An FPGA system often has multiple modules (cores) on the same chip that share external resources such as oﬀ-chip memory. While this enables small form factor and low-cost designs, it opens up the opportunity for modules to intercept or even interfere with the operation of each other. Providing a low-cost means to ensure logical separation between modules is our primary goal, and we will leverage the reconﬁgurable nature of FPGAs to our advantage in solving this problem. We propose a novel approach to reconﬁgurable system security that relies on a reference monitor to enforce policies that specify the legal sharing of memory. These policies are expressed as a formal language, and a specialized compiler translates them to a hardware description that can be directly transferred to an FPGA. Our language is powerful enough to express a variety of classic security scenarios, and our language-based approach provides an incremental way of constructing mathematically precise policies. We plan to enhance our technique by designing a conﬁguration manager that can dynamically switch the policy enforced by the reference monitor in response to events, such as the system coming under attack. Our quantitative analysis will employ a novel phase classiﬁcation technique to show that our methods are eﬃcient.
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Chapter 1 Introduction Better to sink in boundless deeps, than ﬂoat on vulgar shoals. Herman Melville (1819-1891), Mardi and a Voyage Thither (1849)



1.1



The Need for Reconﬁgurable System Security



The bit-level reconﬁgurability of Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) can be used to implement highly optimized circuits for everything from encryption to FFT, or even entire customized processors. Because one device is used for so many diﬀerent functions, special-purpose circuits can be developed and deployed at a fraction of the cost associated with custom fabrication. Furthermore, if the design needs to be updated, the logic on an FPGA board can even be changed in the ﬁeld. These advantages of reconﬁgurable devices have resulted in their proliferation into critical systems, yet many of the security primitives which software designers take for granted are simply nonexistent. Due to Moore’s law, digital systems today have enough transistors on a single chip to implement over 200 separate RISC processors. Increased levels of integration are inevitable, and reconﬁgurable systems are no diﬀerent. Current reconﬁgurable systems-on-chip include diverse elements such as specialized multiplier units, integrated memory tiles, multiple fully programmable processor cores, and a sea of reconﬁgurable gates capable of implementing signiﬁcant ASIC or custom data-path functionality. The complexity of these systems and the lack of separation between diﬀerent hardware modules has increased the possibility that security vulnerabilities may surface in one or more components, which could
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Chapter 1. Introduction threaten the entire device. New methods that can provide separation and security in highly integrated reconﬁgurable devices are needed. One of the most critical aspects of separation that needs to be addressed is in the management of external resources such as oﬀ-chip DRAM. While a processor will typically use virtual memory and TLBs to enforce some form of memory protection, reconﬁgurable devices usually operate in the physical addresses space with no operating system support. Lacking these mechanisms, any hardware module can read or write to the memory of any other module at any time, whether purposefully, accidentally, or maliciously. This situation calls for a memory access policy that all modules on chip must obey. Our goal is to utilize the reconﬁgurable nature of ﬁeld programmable devices to provide a low-cost mechanism to enforce such a policy.



1.2



Policy-Driven Memory Protection



To ensure the separation between diﬀerent modules, we propose a languagebased approach that uses a reference monitor to enforce policies that specify the legal sharing of memory. In our design, a memory access policy is a formal description that establishes what accesses to memory are legal and which are not. Our method rests on the ability to formally describe the access policy using a specialized language. We present a set of tools through which the policy description can be automatically transformed and directly synthesized to a circuit. This circuit, represented as a bit-stream, can then be loaded into a reconﬁgurable hardware module and used as an execution monitor to analyze memory accesses and enforce the policy.



1.3



Conﬁguration Manager



Although our language is powerful enough to express a variety of classic security scenarios, we plan to make our technique even more powerful by designing a conﬁguration manager that can dynamically switch the policy contained in the reference monitor in response to events, such as the system coming under attack. In this situation, it is often wise to change to a more restrictive policy. In order to make our reference monitor responsive to events, we propose to develop a conﬁguration manager that can load diﬀerent policies into the reference monitor. We will develop a language to program the conﬁguration manager, and we will overcome the challenge of ensuring that transitions between diﬀerent policies occur smoothly.
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Chapter 1. Introduction



1.4



Ensuring Policy Correctness



Constructing mathematically precise policies is essential to sound security. In order for a policy to be precise, it must accept all behavior which is legal and reject all behavior which is illegal. Constructing policies can be challenging without an automatic way of verifying that the policy reﬂects the intent of the person creating that policy. Our methods make it possible to determine if there is any conﬂict between behavior that should be legal and behavior that should be illegal. We propose an automatic method of incremental construction of security policies that is based on theoretical foundations. If a conﬂict is found between legal and illegal behavior, the system informs the person constructing the policy of the oﬀending overlapping behavior.



1.5



Quantitative Evaluation



In order for our methods to be adopted by the embedded design community, it is critical that the resulting hardware is both high performance and low overhead. Although we have already shown that our reference monitor is eﬃcient in terms of area and cycle time, we have not studied the performance of a realistic embedded system that uses our reference monitor. Our goal is to precisely quantify the eﬀect of our methods on on latency, throughput, and power. We plan to simulate the interaction of our security methods with a realistic embedded application. One application we are considering is a red/black system consisting of a red CPU for sensitive data, a black CPU for unclassiﬁed data, and a cryptographic core. If time permits, we will implement this application on an FPGA in addition to the simulation. For our quantitative evaluation of the combined system, we plan to apply phase classiﬁcation, which has been successful in the microprocessor domain for analyzing systems, to the reconﬁgurable domain. We have already developed a novel technique that uses wavelets to ﬁnd phases in the memory bus behavior of computer programs. Since our wavelet-based phase classiﬁcation technique does not need to analyze the code, we believe that it will be eﬀective for analyzing embedded systems, in which there is no code or program counter. Knowledge of the phases allows us to conduct a much more detailed system simulation since phases repeat themselves. The primary contributions of this research are: • A novel language-based scheme for expressing security policies that can be translated directly to a hardware description of a reference monitor that can be loaded onto an FPGA 3



Chapter 1. Introduction • A conﬁguration manager that can dynamically switch the policy contained in the reference monitor • An automated approach to the incremental construction of mathematically precise security policies that is based on theoretical foundations • A novel quantitative technique for analyzing embedded systems that applies phase classiﬁcation to the reconﬁgurable domain The remainder of this proposal is organized as follows: In Chapter 2, we explain why reconﬁgurable system security is an important problem. In Chapter 3, we describe our language-based security technique. In Chapter 4, we describe our method of constructing mathematically precise security policies. In Chapter 5, we discuss a conﬁguration manager that can dynamically switch the policy contained in the reference monitor. In Chapter 6, we describe our novel wavelet-based technique for ﬁnding phases in the memory bus behavior of embedded applications. In Chapter 7 we explain one possible realistic embedded application for evaluating our methods. In Chapter 8, we describe our plan to apply our phase classiﬁcation technique to analyze the performance of the full system. Finally, in Chapter 9, we discuss a schedule for completing the tasks we are setting out to accomplish.
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Chapter 2 Motivation for Secure Computing on FPGAs If we knew what it was we were doing, it would not be called research, would it? Albert Einstein (1879-1955)



2.1



Architecture of a Reconﬁgurable System



Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) are the most common reconﬁgurable devices. An FPGA is a collection of programmable gates embedded in a ﬂexible interconnect network. FPGAs use truth tables (known as lookup tables or LUTs) to implement logic gates, ﬂip-ﬂops for timing and registers, switchable interconnect to route logic signals between diﬀerent units, and I/O blocks (IOB) for transferring data into and out of the device. A circuit can be mapped to an FPGA by loading the LUTs and switch-boxes with a conﬁguration, a method that is analogous to the way a traditional circuit might be mapped to a set of and and or gates. LUTs employ static RAM cells as programming bits. A LUT is an extremely generic computational component. It can compute “any” function; i.e. any ninput LUT can be used to compute any n-input function. A LUT requires 2N bits N to describe, but it can implement 22 diﬀerent functions. LUTs are limited to a small number of inputs due to the size of SRAM cells as a programming point. A typical LUT has either 4 or 5 inputs, a number based on extensive empirical work aimed at optimizing physical aspects of the FPGA architecture [4]. An FPGA is programmed using a bit-stream. This binary data is loaded into the FPGA to
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Figure 2.1: A Modern FPGA-based Embedded System. Reconﬁgurable logic, blocks of SRAM, and hard-wired microprocessors all share the same piece of silicon, and, more importantly, the same oﬀ-chip memory. The reconﬁgurable logic is a fabric of tiny lookup tables and statically scheduled routing hardware that can be conﬁgured to emulate almost any possible circuit.



execute a particular task. The bit-stream contains all the parameters needed such as the conﬁguration interface and the internal clock cycle supported by the device.



2.2



Reconﬁgurable Devices and Security



FPGAs are a natural platform for performing many cryptographic functions because of the large number of bit-level operations that are required in modern block ciphers. While there is a great deal of work centered around exploiting FPGAs to speed cryptographic or intrusion detection primitives, researchers are now starting to realize the security ramiﬁcations of building systems around hardware which is reconﬁgurable. One major problem is that hardware, not just software, can now be copied from existing products, and there has been a ﬂurry of research to protect this intellectual property (IP) [5, 27, 30] and to secure hardware update channels [20, 19]. However, few researchers have begun to consider the security ramiﬁcations of compromised hardware [17]. It is important to understand the diﬀerent attacks against FPGAs that are possible in order to develop countermeasures [67]. In a covert channel attack, an observable property such as power consumption is analyzed by a malicious module in order to steal secrets such as cryptographic keys or the bit-stream contained in the FPGA, which is valuable intellectual property (IP) [60]. In some systems, 6



Chapter 2. Motivation for Secure Computing on FPGAs the bit-stream can be modiﬁed remotely, and authentication mechanisms should be employed to prevent unauthorized users from uploading a malicious design, which could change the intended functionality of the device. Even worse, the malicious design could physically destroy the FPGA by causing the device to short-circuit [17]. Solutions to these problems include encryption [5] [26] [27], ﬁngerprinting [29], and watermarking [30]. While there are a variety of attacks possible, our work is concerned with addressing the complete lack of memory protection available on most modern reconﬁgurable systems. In particular we are concerned with techniques to provide separation between multiple interacting cores and modules in the oﬀ-chip memory.



2.3



Protecting Memory on an FPGA



A successful run-time management system must protect diﬀerent logical modules from interfering, intercepting, or corrupting any use of a shared resource. On an embedded system, the primary resource of concern is memory. Whether it is on-chip block RAM, oﬀ-chip DRAM, or backing-store such as Flash, a serious issue in the design of any high performance secure system is the allocation and reallocation of memory in a way that is eﬃcient, ﬂexible, and protected. On a high performance processor, security domains may be enforced through the use of a page table. Superpages, which are very large memory pages, can also be used to provide memory protection, and their large size makes it possible for the TLB to have a lower miss rate [43]. Segmented Memory [51] and Mondrian Memory Protection [66], a ﬁner-grained scheme, address the ineﬃciency of providing memory protection at the granularity of a page (or a superpage) by allowing diﬀerent protection domains to have diﬀerent permissions on the same memory region. While a TLB may be used to speed up page table accesses, this requires additional associative memory (not available on FPGAs) and greatly decreases the performance of the system in the worst case. Therefore, few embedded processors and even fewer reconﬁgurable devices support even this most basic method of protection. Instead, reconﬁgurable architectures on the market today support a simple linear addressing scheme that exactly mirrors the physical memory. Hence, on a modern FPGA the memory is essentially ﬂat and unprotected. Preventing unauthorized accesses to memory is fundamental to both eﬀective debugging and computer security. Even if the system is not under attack, many of the most insidious bugs are a result of errant memory accesses which aﬀect multiple sub-systems. Ensuring protection and separation of memory when multiple concurrent logic modules are active requires a new mechanism to ensure that the security properties of the system are enforced. 7



Chapter 2. Motivation for Secure Computing on FPGAs To provide separation in memory between multiple diﬀerent interacting modules, we adapt some of the key concepts from separation kernels. Rushby originally proposed that a separation kernel [21] [36] [48] creates within a single shared machine an environment which supports the various components of the system, and it provides the communication channels between them in such a way that individual components of the system cannot distinguish this shared environment from a physically distributed one. A separation kernel divides all resources under its control into blocks such that the actions of a subject in one block are isolated from (viz., cannot be detected by or communicated to) a subject in another block, unless an explicit means for that communication has been established. For a multilevel secure system, each block typically represents a diﬀerent classiﬁcation level. We propose that the reconﬁgurable nature of FPGAs oﬀers a new method by which the ﬁne grain control of access to oﬀ-chip memory is possible. By building a specialized circuit that recognizes a language of legal accesses, and then by realizing that circuit directly onto the reconﬁgurable device as a specialized state machine, every memory access can be checked with only a small additional latency. Although incorporating the enforcement module into a separate hardware module would lessen the impact of covert channel attacks, this would introduce additional latency. We describe techniques we are working on to isolate the enforcement module in Chapter 3.
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Chapter 3 Policy-Driven Memory Protection for Reconﬁgurable Security The mind is not a vessel to be ﬁlled but a ﬁre to be lighted Plutarch (c. 46-127)



3.1



Policy Description and Synthesis



While reconﬁgurable systems typically do not have traditional memory protection enforcement mechanisms, the programmable nature of the devices means that we can build whatever mechanisms we need as long as they can be implemented eﬃciently. In fact, we exploit the ﬁne grain re-programmability of FPGAs to provide word-level stateful memory protection by implementing a compiler that can translate a memory access policy directly into a circuit. The enforcement mechanisms generated by our compiler will help prevent a corrupted module or processor from compromising other modules on the FPGA with which it shares memory. We begin with an explanation of our memory access policies, and we describe how a policy can be expressed and then compiled down to a synthesizable module. In this section we explain both the high level policy description and the automated sequence of steps, or design ﬂow, for converting a memory access policy into a hardware enforcement module.



3.1.1



Memory Access Policy



Once a high level policy is developed based on the requirements of the system and the organizational security policy [61], it must be expressed in a concrete 9



Chapter 3. Policy-Driven Memory Protection for Reconfigurable Security form to allow engineers to build enforcement mechanisms. In the context of this dissertation we concentrate on policies as they relate to memory accesses. In particular, the enforcement mechanisms we consider in this dissertation belong to the Execution Monitoring (EM) class [53], which monitor the execution of a target, which in our case is one or more modules on the FPGA. An execution monitor must be able to monitor all memory accesses and able to halt or block the execution of the target if it attempts to violate the security policy. Allowing a misbehaving module to continue executing might let it use the state of the enforcement mechanism as a covert channel. Although there exist security policies that execution monitors are incapable of enforcing, such as information ﬂow policies [49], we argue that in the future our execution monitors could be combined with static analysis techniques to enforce a more broad range of policies if required. We therefore begin by describing a well-deﬁned method for describing memory access policies. The goal of our memory access policy description is to precisely describe the set of legal memory access patterns, speciﬁcally those that can be recognized by an execution monitor capable of tracking address ranges of arbitrary size. Furthermore, it should be possible to describe complex behaviors such as sharing, exclusivity, and atomicity, in an understandable fashion. An engineer can then write a policy description in our input form (as a series of productions) and have it transformed automatically to an extended type of regular expression. By extending regular languages to ﬁt our needs we can have a human-readable input format, and we can build oﬀ of theoretical contributions which have created a path to state machines and hardware [1]. There are three pieces of information that we will incorporate into our execution monitor. The Accessing Modules (M ) are the unique identiﬁers for a speciﬁc principal on the chip, such as a speciﬁc intellectual property core or one of the on-chip processors. Throughout this dissertation we simply refer to these units of separation of the FPGA as Modules. The Access Methods (A) are typically Read and Write, but may include special memory operators such as zeroing or incrementing if required. The set P is a partitioning of physical memory into ranges. The Memory Range Speciﬁer (R in P ) describes a physical address or set of physical addresses to which a speciﬁc permission can be assigned. Our language describes an access policy through a sequence of productions, which specify the relationship between principals ( M : modules ), access rights ( A: read, write, etc.), and objects ( R: memory ranges1 ). The terminals of the language are memory accesses descriptors which ascribe a speciﬁc right to a speciﬁc module for a speciﬁc object for the duration of the 1



An interval of the address space including high (Rhigh ) and low (Rlow ) bounds
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Chapter 3. Policy-Driven Memory Protection for Reconfigurable Security next memory access. Formally, the terminals of the productions are tuples of the form (M, A, R), and the universe of tuples forms an alphabet Σ = M × A × R. The memory access policy description precisely deﬁnes a formal language L ⊆ Σ∗ which is almost always inﬁnite (unless the device only supports a ﬁxed number of accesses). L needs to satisfy the property that ∀xt | t ∈ Σ, xt ∈ L : x ∈ L. This has the eﬀect that any legal access pattern will be incrementally recognized as legal along the way. One thing to note is that memory accesses refer to a speciﬁc memory address, while memory access descriptors are deﬁned over the set of all memory ranges R. A memory access (M, A, k), where k is a particular address, is contained in a memory access descriptor (M  , A , R) iﬀ M = M  , A = A , and Rlow ≤ k ≤ Rhigh . A sequence of memory accesses a = a0 , a1 , ..., an is said to be legal iﬀ ∃s = s0 , s1 , ..., sn ∈ L s.t. ∀0≤i≤n si contains ai . In order to turn this into an enforceable method we need two things. 1. A method by which L can be precisely deﬁned 2. An automatically created circuit which recognizes memory access sequences that are legal under L We begin with a description of (1) through the use of a simple example. Consider a very straightforward policy that simply enforces the separation in memory of two diﬀerent modules. M odule1 is only allowed to access memory in the range of [0x8e7b008,0x8e7b00f], and M odule2 is only allowed to access memory in the range of [0x8e7b018,0x8e7b01b]. In our memory access policy input format, this is coded as the following set of productions: rw → r | w; Range1 → [0x8e7b008,0x8e7b00f]; Range2 → [0x8e7b018,0x8e7b01b]; Access1 → {M odule1 ,rw,Range1 }; Access2 → {M odule2 ,rw,Range2 }; Access → Access1 |Access2 ; P olicy → (Access)*; Each of these productions is a re-writing rule as in a standard grammar. The non-terminal P olicy is the start symbol of the grammar and deﬁnes the overall access policy. Note that P olicy is essentially a regular expression that describes L. Through the use of a grammar we allow the hierarchical composition of more complex policies. In this case Access1 and Access2 are simple access descriptors, but in general they could be more complex expressions that recognize a set of legal memory access. 11



Chapter 3. Policy-Driven Memory Protection for Reconfigurable Security Since we eventually want to compile the access policy to hardware, we limit our language to constructs with computational power no greater than a regular expression [38] with the added ability to detect ranges. Although a regular language must have a type-3 grammar in the Chomsky hierarchy, it is inconvenient for security administrators to express policies in right-linear or left-linear form. Since a language can be recognized by many grammars, any grammar that can be transformed into type-3 form is acceptable. This transformation can be accomplished by extracting ﬁrst terminals from non-terminals. Note that the atomic unit of enforcement is an address range, and that the ranges are of arbitrary size. The smallest granularity that we enforce currently is at the word boundary, and we can support any sized range from a single word to the entire address space. There is no reason that ranges have to be of the same size or even close, unlike pages. We will later show how this ability can be used to set up special control words that help in securely coordinating between modules. Although we are restricted to policies that are equivalent to ﬁnite automata with range checking, we have constructed many example policies including compartmentalization and Chinese wall in order to demonstrate the versatility and eﬃciency of our approach. In Section 3.3.4 we describe a “redaction policy,” in which modules with multiple security clearance levels are interacting within a single embedded system. However, now that we have introduced our memory access policy speciﬁcation language, we describe how it can be transformed automatically to an eﬃcient circuit for implementation on an FPGA.



3.2



Hardware Synthesis



We have developed a policy compiler that converts an access policy, as described above, into a circuit that can be loaded onto an FPGA to serve as the enforcement module. Figure 3.1 illustrates our design ﬂow. At a high level the technique partitions the module into two parts, range discovery and language recognition. Speciﬁcally the steps of our design ﬂow are: • Create the access policy (described above). • Build a syntax tree from the policy. • Transform the syntax tree to an expanded intermediate form. • Expand P olicy to a regular expression deﬁned over the alphabet Σ. • Convert the regular expression to a NFA.
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Chapter 3. Policy-Driven Memory Protection for Reconfigurable Security
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case({module_id,op,r1,r2}) 9'b000011110: //M1,rw,R1 state = s0; 9'b000101101: //M2,rw,R2 state = s0; default: state = s1; // reject endcase



Module 1
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Figure 3.1: Design ﬂow. This ﬁgure shows the design ﬂow of our policy-driven memory protection scheme for a simple compartmentalization policy. We ﬁrst build a parse tree from the policy and transform this tree in order to generate a regular expression, from which we can construct an NFA. Next, we convert the NFA to a minimized DFA, which we can then translate to a hardware description language such as Verilog. This Verilog code than then be translated into a bitstream that can be loaded onto an FPGA.
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Chapter 3. Policy-Driven Memory Protection for Reconfigurable Security • Construct an equivalent minimized state machine from the NFA. • Break down the ranges into sizes that are a power of two. • Organize the set of ranges as a trie2 , and create a logic tree that recognizes them. • Export the state machine and range detection logic as Synthesizable Verilog. • Synthesize, Place, and Route Circuit • Load the synthesized bit-stream onto the FPGA.



3.2.1



Design Flow Details



Access Policy – To describe the process of transforming a policy to a circuit, we consider a simple compartmentalization policy with two modules, which can only access their own single range: Access→{M odule1 ,rw,Range1 } | {M odule2 ,rw,Range2 }; Policy→(Access)*; Building and Transforming a Parse Tree – Next, we use Lex [35] and Yacc [25] to build a parse tree from our security policy. Internal nodes represent operators such as concatenation, alternation, and repetition. We must then transform the parse tree into a large single production with no non-terminals on the right hand side, from which we can generate a regular expression. This process of macro expansion requires an iterative replacement of all the non-terminals in the policy. We apply the productions to the parse tree by substituting the left hand side of each production with its right hand side. Building the Regular Expression – Next, we ﬁnd the subtree corresponding to P olicy and traverse this subtree to obtain the regular expression. By this stage we have completely eliminated all of the non-terminals, and we are left with a single regular expression which can then be converted to an NFA. The regular expression for our access policy is: (({M odule1 ,rw,Range1 }) | ({M odule2 ,rw,Range2 }))* 2



an ordered tree data structure for storing lookup tables
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Chapter 3. Policy-Driven Memory Protection for Reconfigurable Security Constructing the NFA – Once the regular expression has been formed, an NFA can be constructed from this regular expression using Thompson’s Algorithm [1]. Converting the NFA to a DFA – From this NFA we can construct a DFA through subset construction [1]. Following the creation of the DFA, we apply Hopcroft’s Partitioning Algorithm [1] as implemented by Grail [46] to minimize the DFA. Processing the Ranges – Before we can convert the DFA into Verilog, we must perform some processing on the ranges so that the circuit can eﬃciently determine which range contains a given address. Here we express Range1 and Range2 in binary: Range1: [0000 0000 Range2: [0000 0000



1000 1000 1000 1000



1110 1110 1110 1110



0111 0111 0111 0111



1011 1011 1011 1011



0000 0000 0000 0000



0000 0000 0001 0001



1000, 1111] 1000, 1011]



Notice that for each of the addresses in the example, all of the bits are the same except for the least signiﬁcant bits. We can express the intervals more concisely by using X as a “don’t care” bit to denote either 0 or 1: Range1: 0000 1000 1110 0111 1011 0000 0000 1XXX Range2: 0000 1000 1110 0111 1011 0000 0001 10XX Our system converts the ranges to an internal format using these don’t care bits. For example, 10XX can be 1000, 1001, 1010, or 1011, which is the range [8,11]. Hardware can be easily synthesized to check if an address is within a particular range by performing a bit-wise XOR on just the signiﬁcant bits.3 Using this optimization, any aligned power of two range can be eﬃciently described, and any non-power of two range can be converted into a covering set of O(log2 |range|) power of two ranges. For example the range [7,12] (0111, 1000, 1001, 1010, 1011, 1100) is not an aligned power of two range but can be converted to a set of aligned power of two ranges: {[7,7],[8,11],[12,12]} (or equivalently {0111|10XX|1100}). 3



this is equivalent to performing a bit-wise XOR, masking the lower bits, and testing for non-zero except that in hardware the masking is unnecessary
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Chapter 3. Policy-Driven Memory Protection for Reconfigurable Security Converting the DFA to Verilog – Because state machines are a very common hardware primitive, there are well-established methods of translating a description of state transitions into a hardware description language such as Verilog. Figure 3.7 shows the hardware module we wish to build. There are three inputs: the module ID, the op {read, write, etc.}, and the address. The output is a single bit: 1 for grant and 0 for deny. The DFA transitions are the concatenation of the module ID, op, and a range ID bit vector. The range ID bit vector contains one bit for each range ID in the policy. The hardware will check all the ranges in parallel and set to 1 the bit corresponding to the range ID that contains the input address. If there is no transition for an input character, the machine always transitions to the rejecting state, which is a “dummy” sink state. This is important for security because an attacker might try to insert illegal characters into the input. State Machine Synthesis The ﬁnal step in the design ﬂow is the actual conversion of Verilog code to a bit-stream that can be loaded onto an FPGA. Using the Quartus tools from Altera, which does synthesis, optimization, and placeand-route, we turn each machine into an actual implementation. After testing the circuit to verify that it accepts a sample of valid accesses and rejects invalid accesses, we are ready to measure the area and cycle time of our design.



3.3



Example Applications



To further demonstrate the usefulness of our language, we use it to express several diﬀerent policies. We have already demonstrated how to compartmentalize access to diﬀerent modules, and it is trivial to extend the above policy to include overlapping ranges, shared regions, and most any static policy. The true power of our system comes from the description of stateful policies that involve revocation or conditional access. In particular we demonstrate how data may be securely handed oﬀ between modules, and we also show the Chinese wall policy. Before we do that let us ﬁrst discuss another more traditional example: access control lists.



3.3.1



Access Control List



A secure system that employs access control lists will associate every object in the system with a list of principals along with the rights of each principal to access the object. For example, suppose our system has two objects, Range1 and Range2 . Class1 is a class of principals (M odule1 and M odule2 ), and Class2 is
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Chapter 3. Policy-Driven Memory Protection for Reconfigurable Security another class of principals (M odule3 and M odule4 ). Either Class1 or Class2 may access Range1 , but only Class2 may access Range2 : Class1 → M odule1 | M odule2 ; Class2 → M odule3 | M odule4 ; List1 → Class1 | Class2 ; List2 → Class2 ; Access1 → {List1 ,rw,Range1 }; Access2 → {List2 ,rw,Range2 }; P olicy → (Access1 | Access2 )*; In general, since access control list policies are stateless, the resulting DFA will have one state, and the number of transitions will be the sum of the number of principals that may access each object. In this example, M odule1 , M odule2 , M odule3 , and M odule4 may access Range1 , and M odule3 and M odule4 may access Range2 . The total number of transitions in this example is 4+2=6.



3.3.2



Secure Hand-oﬀ



Many protocols require the ability to securely hand-oﬀ information from one party to another. Embedded systems often implement these protocols, and our language makes these transfers possible. Rather than requiring large communication buﬀers or multiple copies of the data, we can simply transfer the control of a speciﬁed range of data from one module to the next. For example, suppose M odule1 wants to securely hand-oﬀ some data to M odule2 . M odule1 writes some data to memory, to which it must have exclusive access, and then M odule2 reads the data from memory. Rather than communicating the data, an access policy can be compiled that will allow the critical transition of permissions in synchronization with the hand-oﬀ. Using formal languages to express security policies makes such a temporal hand-oﬀ possible. After a certain trigger event occurs, it is possible to revoke the permissions of a module so that it may no longer access one or more ranges. Consider the following example: M odule1|2 → M odule1 | M odule2 ; Access1 → {M odule1 ,rw,Range1 } | {M odule1|2 ,rw,Range2 }; Access2 → {M odule2 ,rw,(Range1 |Range2 )}; Trigger → {M odule1 ,rw,Range2 }; Policy → (Access1 )*( | Trigger (Access2 )*); At ﬁrst, M odule1 can access Range1 or Range2 , and M odule2 can access Range2 . However, the ﬁrst time M odule1 accesses Range2 (indicating that M odule1 17



Chapter 3. Policy-Driven Memory Protection for Reconfigurable Security is ready to hand oﬀ), Access1 is deactivated by this trigger event, revoking the permissions for M odule1 from both Ranges. As a result of the trigger, M odule2 has exclusive access to Range1 and Range2 .



3.3.3



Chinese Wall



Another security scenario that can be eﬃciently expressed using a policy language is the Chinese wall. Consider an example of this scenario, in which a lawyer who looks at the set of documents of Company1 should not view the set of ﬁles of Company2 if Company1 and Company2 are in the same conﬂict-of-interest class. This lawyer may also view the ﬁles of Company3 provided that Company3 belongs to a diﬀerent conﬂict-of-interest class than Company1 and Company2 . Figure 3.2 shows a Venn Diagram for this situation. We can express a Chinese wall security policy using our language: Access1 → {M odule1 ,rw,(Range1 | Range3 )}*; Access2 → {M odule1 ,rw,(Range1 | Range4 )}*; Access3 → {M odule1 ,rw,(Range2 | Range3 )}*; Access4 → {M odule1 ,rw,(Range2 | Range4 )}*; P olicy → Access1 | Access2 | Access3 | Access4 ; In the above policy, there are two conﬂict-of-interest classes. One contains Range1 and Range2 , and the other contains Range3 and Range4 . For simplicity, we have restricted this policy to one module. Figure 3.2 shows the DFA that recognizes legal accesses for this policy. In general, for Chinese wall security policies, the number of states scales exponentially in the number of conﬂict-of-interest classes. This occurs because the number of possible legal accesses is the product of the number of sets in each conﬂict-of-interest class. The number of transitions also scales exponentially in the number of classes for the same reason. Fortunately, the number of states scales linearly in both the number of sets and the number of modules. Even better, the number of states is not aﬀected by the number of ranges. The number of transitions scales linearly in the number of sets, ranges, and modules. In order to prove that this policy speciﬁcation has the property that M odule1 will never be able to access both Range1 and Range2 or both Range3 and Range4 , we ﬁrst determine the language of illegal behavior: Anything → (Range1 | Range2 | Range3 | Range4 | )*; Access1 → Anything Range1 Anything Range2 Anything; Access2 → Anything Range2 Anything Range1 Anything; Access3 → Anything Range3 Anything Range4 Anything;
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Figure 3.2: Chinese wall policy The Venn Diagram on the left shows two conﬂictof-interest classes, ClassA and ClassB . A principal that accesses Range4 (black) is subsequently prohibited from accessing Range3 (dark gray), but it may access either Range1 (white) or Range2 (light gray), because they are in a diﬀerent class. The DFA on the right recognizes legal accesses for this Chinese Wall policy. An access to Range4 results in a transition to state 2 (black), from which an access to Range1 results in a transition to state 1 (black or white).



Access4 → Anything Range4 Anything Range3 Anything; Illegal → Access1 | Access2 | Access3 | Access4 ; The DFA that recognizes illegal accesses should be identical to the complement of the DFA that recognizes legal accesses. This ensures that an illegal access will never be recognized by an enforcement mechanism with DFA logic that recognizes legal accesses. We explore this issue in greater detail in Chapter 4, in which we describe an incremental process for creating mathematically precise policies.



3.3.4



Redaction



Our security language can also be used to enforce instances of redaction [52]. Military hardware such as avionics [65] may contain components with diﬀerent clearance levels, and a component with a top secret clearance must not leak sensitive information to a component with a lower clearance [58]. Figure 3.3 shows the architecture of a redaction scenario that is based on separation. M odule1 has a top secret (TS) clearance, and M odule2 has an unclassiﬁed (U) clearance. M odule1 and M odule2 are initially compartmentalized, since they have diﬀerent clearance levels. Therefore, Range1 belongs to M odule1 , and Range2 belongs to M odule2 . M odule3 acts as a trusted server of information contained in the multilevel database, which contains both TS and U data. Therefore, the trusted server
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Chapter 3. Policy-Driven Memory Protection for Reconfigurable Security must have a security label range from U to TS. Range3 is temporary storage used for holding information that has just been retrieved from the database by M odule3 . Range4 (the control word) is used for performing database queries: a module writes to Range4 to request that M odule3 retrieve some information from the database and then write the query result to Range3 . If a request is made by M odule1 for top secret information, it is necessary to revoke M odule2 ’s read access to M odule3 , and this access must not be reinstated until M odule3 zeroes out the sensitive information contained in Range3 . We express our redaction policy as follows: rw → r | w; Access2 → {M odule1 ,rw,Range1 } | {M odule1 ,r,Range3 } | {M odule2 ,rw,Range2 } | {M odule2 ,w,Range4 } | {M odule3 ,rw,Range3 }; Access1 → {M odule2 ,r,Range3 } | Access2 ; T rigger → {M odule1 ,w,Range4 }; Clear → {M odule3 ,z,Range3 }; SteadyState → (Access2 | Clear Access1 * T rigger)*; P olicy →  | Access1 * | Access1 * T rigger SteadyState | Access1 * T rigger SteadyState Clear Access1 *; Figure 3.4 shows the DFA that recognizes this policy. State 1 corresponds to a less restrictive mode (Access1 ), and State 0 corresponds to a more restrictive mode (Access2 ). The Trigger event causes the state machine to transition from State 1 to State 0, and the Clear event causes the machine to transition from State 0 to State 1. In general, the DFA for a redaction policy will have one state for each access mode. For example, if we have three diﬀerent modules that each have a diﬀerent clearance level, there will be three access modes and three states.



3.4



Integration and Evaluation



Now that we have described several diﬀerent memory access policies that could be enforced using a stateful monitor, we need to demonstrate that such systems could be eﬃciently realized on reconﬁgurable hardware.



3.4.1



Enforcement Architecture



The placement of the enforcement mechanism can have a signiﬁcant impact on the performance of the memory system. Figure 3.6 shows two architectures for the enforcement mechanism which assumes that modules on the FPGA can only access shared memory via the bus. In the ﬁgure on the left, the enforcement mechanism
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Figure 3.3: A redaction architecture. A database contains both Top Secret and Unclassiﬁed data. M odule1 has a Top Secret (TS) clearance, but M odule2 only has an Unclassiﬁed (UC) clearance. Any database query performed by M odule2 must have all TS data redacted by the Trusted Server M odule3 . Furthermore, M odule2 must be prevented from accessing the result of a database query performed by M odule1 because such a query result may contain TS data. This is accomplished by revoking M odule2 ’s permission to access the temporary storage (Range3 ) where query results are written by the Trusted Server. IP stands for Intellectual Property.
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Figure 3.5: DFA Transitions versus number of ranges. There is a linear relationship between the number of DFA transitions and the number of ranges for compartmentalization.
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Chapter 3. Policy-Driven Memory Protection for Reconfigurable Security sits between the memory and the bus, which means that every access must pass through the enforcement mechanism before going to memory. In the case of a read, the request cannot proceed to memory until the enforcement mechanism approves the access. This results in a large delay which is the sum of the time to determine the legality of the access and the memory latency. We can mitigate this problem by having the enforcement mechanism snoop on the bus or through the use of various caching mechanisms for keeping track of accesses that have already been approved. This scenario is shown in the ﬁgure on the right. In the case of a read, the request is sent to memory, and the memory access occurs in parallel with the task of determining the legality of the read. A buﬀer holds the data until the enforcement mechanism grants approval, at which time the data is sent across the bus. In the case of a write, the data to be written is stored in the buﬀer until the enforcement mechanism grants approval, at which time the write request is sent to memory. Thus, both architectures provide to the enforcement mechanism the isolation and omnipotence required of a reference or execution monitor. Since a module may be sending sensitive data over the bus, it is necessary to prevent other modules from accessing the bus at the same time. We address this problem by placing an arbiter between each module and the bus. In a system with two modules, the arbiters will allow one module to access the bus on even clock cycles and the other module to access the bus on odd clock cycles.



3.4.2



Isolation of the Reference Monitor



It is critical that the reference module be isolated from other modules on the FPGA. Ensuring the physical separation of the modules entails distributing the computation spatially. We are working on methods to ensure that modules are placed in separate spatial areas and that there are no extraneous connections between the modules. Although we are working on addressing this problem by developing techniques that work at the gate level, this work is beyond the scope of this dissertation.



3.4.3



Evaluation



Of the diﬀerent policies we discussed in Section 3.3, we focus primarily on characterizing compartmentalization as this isolates the eﬀect of range detection on system eﬃciency. Rather than tying our results to the particular reconﬁgurable system prototype we are developing, we quantify the results of our design ﬂow on a randomly generated set of ranges over which we enforce compartmentalization. The range matching constitutes the majority of the hardware complexity (assum-
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Figure 3.6: Bus design alternatives. This ﬁgure shows two alternative architectures for the reference monitor. In the ﬁgure on the left, a memory access must pass through the reference monitor (RM) before going to memory. In the ﬁgure on the right, the reference monitor (RM) snoops on the bus, and a buﬀer (B) holds the data until the access is approved. Arbiters prevent the bus from being accessed by more than one module at a time.
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Figure 3.7: Reference monitor design. The inputs to the reference monitor are the module ID, op, and address. The range ID is determined by performing a parallel search over all ranges, similar to a content addressable memory (CAM). The module ID, op, and range ID together form an access descriptor, which is the input to the state machine logic. The output is a single bit: either grant or deny the access.
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Chapter 3. Policy-Driven Memory Protection for Reconfigurable Security ing there are a large number of ranges), and there has already been a great deal of work in the CAD community on eﬃcient state machine synthesis [41]. To obtain data detailing the timing and resource usage of our range matching state machines, we ran the memory access policy description through our front-end and synthesized4 the results with Quartus II 4.2 [2]. Compilations are optimized for the target FPGA device (Altera Stratix EPS1S10F484C5), which has 10,570 available logic cells, and Quartus will utilize as many of these cells as possible.



3.4.4



Synthesis Results



In general, a DFA for a compartmentalization policy always has exactly one state, and there is one transition for each {M oduleID,op,RangeID} tuple. Figure 3.5 shows that there is a linear relationship between the number of transitions and the number of ranges. Figure 3.8 shows that the area of the resulting circuit scales linearly with the number of ranges for the compartmentalization policy. The slope is approximately four logic cells for every range. Figure 3.9 shows the cycle time (Tclock ) for machines of various sizes, and Figure 3.10 shows the setup time (Tsu ), which is primarily the time to determine the range to which the input address belongs. Tclock is primarily the time for one DFA transition, and it is very close to the maximum frequency of this particular Altera Stratix device. Although Tclock is relatively stable, Tsu increases linearly with the number of ranges. Fortunately, Tsu can be reduced by pipelining the circuitry that determines what range contains the input address. Figure 3.11 shows the area of the circuits resulting from the example policies presented in this dissertation. These circuits are much smaller in area than the series of compartmentalization circuits above because the example policies have very few ranges. The complexity of the circuit is a combination of the number of ranges and the number of DFA states and transitions. Since the circuit for the Chinese wall policy has the most states, transitions, and ranges, it has the greatest area, followed by redaction, secure hand-oﬀ, access control list, and compartmentalization. Figure 3.12 shows that the cycle time is greatest for redaction, followed by compartmentalization, Chinese wall, secure hand-oﬀ, and access control list. Figure 3.13 shows that the setup time is greatest for redaction, followed by Chinese wall, compartmentalization, access control list, and secure hand-oﬀ. 4



the back-end handles netlist creation, placement, routing, and optimization for both timing and area
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Figure 3.11: Circuit area versus access policy. The area is related to the number of states, transitions, and ranges. The circuit area is greatest for the Chinese wall policy.
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Figure 3.12: Cycle time for each access policy. Cycle time is greatest for redaction, followed by compartmentalization, Chinese wall, secure hand-oﬀ, and access control list.
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Figure 3.9: Cycle time versus number of ranges. There is a nearly constant relationship between the cycle time and the number of ranges.
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Figure 3.8: Circuit area versus number of ranges. There is a nearly linear relationship between the circuit area and the number of ranges.
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Figure 3.10: Setup time versus number of ranges. There is a nearly linear relationship between the setup time and the number of ranges. This time can be reduced with pipelining.
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Figure 3.13: Setup time for each access policy. Setup time is greatest for redaction, followed by Chinese wall, compartmentalization, access control list, and secure hand-oﬀ.
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3.5



The Need for a Further Evaluation



Reconﬁgurable systems are blurring the line between hardware and software, and they represent a large and growing market. Due to the increased use of reconﬁgurable logic in mission-critical applications, a new set of synthesizable security techniques is needed to prevent improper memory sharing and to contain memory bugs in these physically addressed embedded systems. In this chapter, have demonstrated a method and language for specifying access policies that can be used as both a description of legal access patterns and as an input speciﬁcation for direct synthesis to a reconﬁgurable logic module. Our architecture ensures that the policy module is invoked for every memory access, and we are currently developing gate-level techniques to ensure the physical isolation of the policy module. The formal access policy language provides a convenient and precise way to describe the ﬁne-grained memory separation of modules on an FPGA. The ﬂexibility of our language allows modules to communicate with each other securely by precisely transferring the privilege to access a buﬀer from one module to another. We have used our policy compiler to translate a variety of security policies to hardware enforcement modules, and we have analyzed the area and performance of these circuits. Although our synthesis data show that the enforcement module is both eﬃcient and scalable in the number of ranges that must be recognized, we believe that further quantitative analysis of our techniques is needed. Analyzing how our reference monitor works with a realistic embedded application will allow us to more precisely understand the impact on overall system performance, and it will also provide us with an opportunity to improve our techniques. To make our embedded design as eﬃcient as possible, new quantitative techniques are needed to evaluate the complex behavior of a reconﬁgurable system with multiple interacting cores. Extending phase classiﬁcation, which has proven to be successful in the microprocessor domain for analyzing systems, to work in the reconﬁgurable domain will allow us to improve our design ﬂow so that our reference monitor is as low-cost and secure as possible.
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Chapter 4 Incremental Construction of Mathematically Precise Policies Never ask a woman her age, a man his wage, or a grad student his stage. Anonymous



4.1



Introduction



In Chapter 3, we presented a novel language-based approach to reconﬁgurable system security. This chapter builds on that work by providing an incremental method of constructing mathematically precise policies. In order for a policy to be precise, it must accept all behavior which is legal and reject all behavior which is illegal. Constructing policies can be challenging without an automatic way of verifying that the policy reﬂects the intent of the person creating that policy. Our methods make it possible to determine if there is any conﬂict between behavior that should be legal and behavior that should be illegal.



4.2



Theoretical Foundations



In order for a policy to be correct, there must be no behavior that is recognized as both legal and illegal. In other words, the intersection between the language of legal accesses and the language of illegal accesses must be the empty set. If the language of legal behavior and the language of illegal behavior intersect, the person constructing the policy must be notiﬁed of the oﬀending overlapping behavior. We can easily determine the intersection of two languages by computing the cross
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Chapter 4. Incremental Construction of Mathematically Precise Policies product of their corresponding state machines, a process which requires quadratic time. Figure 4.1 illustrates this concept. Figure 4.2 shows our incremental approach of constructing policies. A “rough draft” of a policy of legal accesses is tested for correctness by checking whether speciﬁc instances of known illegal behavior overlap with the legal policy. Since this process is automated, the system can test a very large set of known illegal behavior and notify the user of any behavior that is known to be illegal but is recognized as legal.



4.3



A Simple Example



Consider a language of legal behavior LLegal = (A|B|C)∗ over the alphabet A, B, C, D, E. Figure 4.3 shows the DFA that accepts LLegal . Suppose also that we have a language of illegal behavior LIllegal = (C|D|E)∗. Figure 4.4 shows that DFA that accepts LIllegal . Figure 4.5 shows the DFA that accepts LLegal ×LIllegal , which is C∗.



4.4



Example: Chinese Wall



We now apply our technique of ensuring policy correctness to a more complex, stateful security scenario. In Section 3.3.3, we described a Chinese Wall policy, and we showed both the language of legal accesses and the language of illegal accesses. Figure 4.6 shows the DFA that recognizes legal accesses for the Chinese Wall policy, and Figure 4.7 shows the DFA the recognizes illegal accesses. In this case, since both policies have been correctly constructed, there is no intersection between the language of legal access and the language of illegal accesses. In this example, the DFA that recognizes legal accesses is the complement of the DFA that recognizes illegal accesses, and vice-versa. This is because all behavior is classiﬁed as either legal or illegal. If there is no intersection between legal and illegal, and if all behavior is either legal or illegal, then legal must be the complement of illegal, and vice-versa. Note that it is not necessary for all behavior to be classiﬁed as either legal or illegal.
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Figure 4.1: A Venn Diagram that illustrates the logic behind our scheme. In a correct policy, there should be no intersection between legal and illegal accesses.
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Illegal Illegal Figure 4.2: An an automated approach to the incremental construction of policies. Several examples of known illegal behavior can be automatically checked against a “rough draft” policy of legal accesses to determine if there is any intersection.
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Figure 4.5: DFA that recognizes the language C*.



Figure 4.6: DFA that recognizes legal accesses for a Chinese Wall policy.
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Figure 4.7: DFA that recognizes illegal access for a Chinese wall policy.
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Chapter 5 A Conﬁguration Manager for Dynamic Policy Switching In theory there is no diﬀerence between theory and practice. In practice there is. Yogi Berra (1925-)



5.1



Introduction



Although we have already shown that our reference monitor is powerful enough to enforce a variety of security scenarios, we intend to make it even more powerful by designing a conﬁguration manager that can dynamically switch the policy contained in the reference monitor in response to events. One example of an event that would require such a policy change would be the system coming under attack. In this situation, it would be wise to change to a more restrictive policy. Another example is when a new alliance is formed, and the policy needs to be relaxed to provide access to the new members. A conﬁguration manager is also helpful when one of the modules needs more memory than it has access to. Although it is possible to use a stateful policy for such repartitioning, stateful policies are challenging to replicate. This poses a problem if the reference monitor needs to be able to handle multiple simultaneous memory accesses. It is much easier to replicate a reference monitor that enforces a ﬁxed policy in order to handle multiple simultaneous memory accesses. This capability allows a reconﬁgurable system to achieve greater parallelism and therefore greater throughput. A conﬁguration manager can replace the ﬁxed policy enforced by multiple replicated reference monitors if repartitioning is needed. 33
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Figure 5.1: One possible design for a conﬁguration manager. The conﬁguration manager loads diﬀerent policies into the reference monitor in response to external events, such as the system coming under attack.



5.2



Related Work



Gupta et al. have proposed an access control framework based on the novel concept of criticality, which is a metric of the necessary responsiveness for taking corrective actions to deal with critical events [16].



5.3



Design Goals



We will design a protected mechanism that manages the conﬁguration of the FPGA. This mechanism can re-load a diﬀerent policy into the enforcement module in response to an external event. If written in the C programming language, this mechanism could be run on a processor oﬀ-chip or on-chip. The reference monitor acts as a gatekeeper to the external memory. One design option is to keep this reference monitor in a few special rows of the FPGA, and the external conﬁguration manager loads the policies into these rows. A policy language could be used to program this conﬁguration manager. The language expresses how the conﬁguration manager should change the policy contained in the enforcement module in response to unforeseen events. There is a ﬁnite set of high-level policies, but there are an inﬁnite number of instantiations of these policies, which have speciﬁc sets of memory ranges. One design option is to store many diﬀerent policies on the FPGA and switch between them, but this 34



Chapter 5. A Configuration Manager for Dynamic Policy Switching might not exploit the full power of reconﬁguration. One problem that needs to be addressed is how to store the state of the enforcement module when it is switched out in response to an event. FPGA applications are throughput-driven because they derive their power from the parallelism that is possible in hardware. A reference monitor that requires serialized access to memory prevents these applications from realizing their full potential. One solution to this problem is to have N reference monitors, but this is more diﬃcult if the policy is stateful.
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Chapter 6 A Wavelet-Based Quantitative Technique for Analyzing Embedded Systems Failure is not the falling down but the staying down. Mary Pickford (1892-1979)



6.1



Introduction



Most computer programs, including commercial applications, exhibit reoccurring behavior over time that can be broken down into phases. Knowledge of this behavior can be exploited to improve system performance by activating speciﬁc optimizations in response to changes in the current phase. Phases have proven useful in directing compiler optimizations [3], reducing the power consumption of processors [8] [9] [11] [22] [23], reducing the overhead of program proﬁling [42] [45], and speeding up architectural simulation [59] [13]. Due to the increasing impact of memory latency on overall system performance, it is especially critical that phase behavior in the memory hierarchy be captured eﬃciently and accurately. One popular phase analysis toolkit, SimPoint [18], performs phase classiﬁcation by analyzing the number of times each basic block of a computer program is executed during a ﬁxed window of executed instructions called an interval. This technique has been shown to work on a variety of benchmarks and has the signiﬁcant advantage that it is not tied to a particular architecture conﬁguration allowing it to be used in studies where the architectures are modiﬁed.
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Chapter 6. A Wavelet-Based Quantitative Technique for Analyzing Embedded Systems One of the limitations of current program phase analysis is that they derive both their descriptional power and computational eﬃciency from carefully crafted metrics. These metrics, such as dynamic branch counts [12], working set signatures [9], basic block vectors [55] [56], or any of the other recently proposed metrics [54] [32] [12] are expected to capture the essence of a program’s execution. In other words, a successful metric will reﬂect any important dynamic change in program behavior with a resulting change in the metric. The problem is that in many domains, such a metric may or may not be known. For SPEC-like programs, the above listed metrics have been proven to be eﬀective, but they can be problematic when analyzing memory bus traces, I/O behavior, network traﬃc, or other hardware elements which are more loosely correlated with program code execution. For example, although many phase-based optimization schemes have been proposed and evaluated on SPEC benchmarks, less attention has been paid to commercial applications, which exhibit complex, multi-threaded behavior. Web browsers, image editing software, and word processing applications typically have large working sets and high utilization of the L2 cache. In contrast, SPEC programs, except for mcf, have almost negligible main memory behavior. While existing phase analysis techniques have been very useful, unfortunately there are some hardware metrics that are very diﬃcult to accurately capture just by analyzing code execution. For example, the memory bus behavior is not well described by SimPoint because it is not strongly correlated with the code. Since there is a large variance in the number of L2 misses among the intervals grouped together by SimPoint, the metric of basic block vector distance does not do an adequate job in these cases. In the ideal case, a metric could be found that would capture the time varying behavior of the memory bus without requiring detailed cache simulation, and intervals with similar memory bus behavior should be clustered together in this metric space. In evaluating many diﬀerent structures in terms of their ability to correlate with the memory bus behavior of commercial applications, we discovered a problem with basic block vectors. Since they are simply a list of execution frequencies, basic block vectors have no notion of time within an interval. While some of the other proposed structures (such as local stride) combine the idea of time (size of stride) and frequency (number of occurrences of a stride), they work by exploiting a priori knowledge of common access patterns. Instead of this approach, in this chapter we present a novel general-purpose method for classifying program phases that combines both time and frequency information through the use of wavelets.
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Chapter 6. A Wavelet-Based Quantitative Technique for Analyzing Embedded Systems Our novel wavelet-based phase classiﬁcation algorithm is inspired by the idea of wavelet-based image query. Wavelets provide a way of eﬃciently summarizing a matrix of data with hierarchical precision in both the time and frequency domains. In image query systems, wavelet signatures can be used to ﬁnd images that most closely match a query, and we apply this technique to program phase analysis by considering the similarities between snapshots of the memory behavior. We empirically evaluate the eﬀectiveness of wavelet-based phase classiﬁcation and show that for the L2 miss classiﬁcation problem it is both signiﬁcantly more accurate and even faster than prior techniques.



6.2 6.2.1



Related Work Basic Block Vectors



Computer programs exhibit repeating behavior during their execution. One well-known method of performing phase classiﬁcation identiﬁes these phases by analyzing the execution history of the program [55] [56] [57]. This history is summarized in a structure called a basic block vector, which records the frequency that every basic block in the program is executed during a ﬁxed interval of time. Two intervals can be compared by computing the Euclidean distance between their basic block vectors. A statistical technique called k-means is employed to group the intervals into clusters of similar behavior. Initially, every interval is assigned to a random cluster, and the center of each cluster is calculated. Next, every interval is assigned to the cluster whose center is closest to it. This process repeats until a stable clustering is found.



6.2.2



Alternative Phase Classiﬁcation Structures



One of the primary beneﬁts of using basic block vectors is that they are independent of the underlying architectural details. Running the same program on two diﬀerent processor conﬁgurations will yield the same result, as long as they share the same ISA. Unfortunately, basic block vectors do not capture all microarchitectural behaviors successfully, such as L2 cache misses, which are important for optimizing the performance of systems. Since basic block vectors are simply a list of execution frequencies, they have no notion of time within an interval. This limitation leads us to look for alternative structures besides basic block vectors. Lau et al. propose several diﬀerent ways of performing phase classiﬁcation besides traditional basic block vectors, such as local stride and global stride [32]. Since we will compare our wavelet-based technique against these structures, we describe
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Chapter 6. A Wavelet-Based Quantitative Technique for Analyzing Embedded Systems them in detail in Section 6.4.1. Although these techniques are also independent of the micro-architecture, they rely on a priori knowledge of common access patterns. We do not analyze structures that are dependent on the micro-architecture, such as the instruction mix, branch prediction accuracy, cache miss rate, and IPC [12].



6.2.3



Applications of Phase Analysis



Phase classiﬁcation is useful in dynamic optimization. For example, Das et al. have developed a dynamic optimization technique of dividing a program into regions, performing phase detection on each region, and combining the results [7]. Phase detection can also direct compiler optimizations [3] and reduce the power consumption of processors [8]. Phase classiﬁcation is also helpful in making program proﬁling more eﬃcient and accurate. A cycle-accurate trace of a longrunning program requires enormous space and time resources. Phase analysis can guide the sampling of this data to produce useful trace ﬁles with much lower overhead [42] [45]. Phase classiﬁcation can also make architecture simulation more eﬃcient by guiding the selection of a sample of the execution to simulate [59] [13].



6.2.4



Wavelet-Based Clustering



We are not the ﬁrst to apply wavelets to the problem of phase classiﬁcation. Shen et al. use wavelets to predict the locality phases of a program [54]. Their scheme uses single-level analysis and training runs to identify behavior changes to accurately determine the best place for phase markers, but wavelets are never used as a method of comparing similarity - only as a time-frequency analysis method. Their approach is useful for dealing with variable length intervals and reducing software instrumentation overhead, neither of which is related to the problem we are solving in this paper. Our approach requires no software analysis or training (which is good for oﬀ-chip analysis) , and we show that the wavelet coeﬃcients themselves hold signiﬁcant potential as a similarity metric in their own right. Wavelet transforms of images have been the basis for k-means clustering for the purpose of text segmentation [14] [50], and a similar approach has been used for the analysis of mammograms [6], but fuzzy c-means (FCM) was used rather than k-means. In order to make k-means work more accurately for time series data, Vlachos et al. perform a k-means clustering on the coarse wavelet coeﬃcients and then use the results of this clustering to start a ﬁner clustering [64].
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Figure 6.1: Design ﬂow. This ﬁgure shows the technique of using wavelets for phase classiﬁcation. First, a trace of memory accesses is generated by instrumenting a real-world application such as Firefox. Next, a matrix of the trace ﬁle is generated in which the columns are execution time, and the rows are the address of each memory access modulo the cache size. This matrix can be divided into a sequence of smaller matrices, one vertical “slice” for each interval of execution (1M instructions). Each “slice” is scaled down to a smaller square matrix so that a Haar wavelet transform can be applied. This results in a wavelet signature, which is a matrix of coeﬃcients that is used by the k-means clustering algorithm to perform the phase classiﬁcation.
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Hit L1 L2 Figure 6.2: Memory phases. This ﬁgure shows the phase classiﬁcation of the cache behavior of Firefox using the wavelet technique. The x-axis is time, and each vertical slice represents 1M instructions. The image at the top has three horizontal bands. The top band shows L1 cache hits, the middle band shows L1 misses, and the bottom band shows L2 misses. The y-axis of each band is the address of the memory access modulo the cache size. The number above each slice corresponds to its phase.
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6.3



A New Technique: Finding Phases with Wavelets



Now that we have explained the limitations of current phase classiﬁcation techniques, we now turn to a discussion of wavelets and how they are useful in overcoming these limitations. Wavelets are a mathematical means of separating important details from less important ones. They have been used in many scientiﬁc ﬁelds such as image processing and image query. Unlike the Fourier transform, which captures frequency information only, wavelets encode both frequency and spatial information. This feature of wavelets makes them more eﬀective at capturing some behaviors than basic block vectors, which have no notion of time within an interval because they are simply a list of execution frequencies. We use an idea inspired by wavelet image query to analyze generic traces of data that could be network traces or I/O traces. However, for the purposes of exploring and evaluating our idea, we consider only memory bus accesses because we can more closely compare with past work in this area. To ﬁnd phases with wavelets, we need to ﬁrst gather the trace and summarize it in a 2D matrix which is in essence a “picture” of the trace. An example of this picture can be seen in Figure 6.1, which shows a grayscale plot of only the L1 hits. Next, we divide this matrix into a sequence of smaller matrices, one vertical “slice” for each interval of execution (1M instructions). Each “slice” is scaled down to a smaller square matrix so that a Haar wavelet transform can be applied, resulting in a wavelet signature. This signature is a matrix of coeﬃcients that is used by the k-means clustering algorithm to perform the phase classiﬁcation, and the number of dimensions is the number of wavelet coeﬃcients. Our technique predicts the L2 miss phases by analyzing wavelet signatures of all L1 accesses (with no knowledge of which of those accesses will miss in either the L1 or L2). We are not using L2 misses to predict L2 misses.



6.3.1



Parameter Choices



We now explain the design choices we encountered when developing our waveletbased phase classiﬁcation technique, and we discuss how the parameters we selected satisfy our design goals. Matrix Representation of Trace File – We are interested in the behavior of programs as they execute over time, so it makes sense to have time as the x-axis (the columns of the matrix). We use the y-axis (the rows of the matrix) for the memory accesses. An address is mapped to one of the 400 pixels in the y-axis of the large matrix by the function ((address%16Kb)*(400/16kb)), which basically
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Chapter 6. A Wavelet-Based Quantitative Technique for Analyzing Embedded Systems makes the matrix a picture of the memory behavior modulo the L1 cache size (16Kb). The reason for taking the memory address modulo the cache size is that memory accesses will eventually make it to the cache, and we can see interesting striding behavior. To ensure that the matrix is neither too dense nor too sparse to capture the memory bus behavior, we used 20 columns per million instructions in the x-axis, and the y-axis has 400 rows. However, this dimension parameter is not of primary importance because the large matrix is scaled to a smaller matrix before any analysis is performed. Interval Size – The number of instructions per interval is another design parameter. If we choose too large a granularity, we will not be able to capture behavior that reoccurs at a smaller time scale. However, if we choose too small a granularity, we will have too many intervals to process eﬃciently. The interaction between interval size and phases has been studied before, and we chose an interval size of one million instructions because it is a good granularity for capturing memory behavior and has been used by many prior works. Scaled Matrix Size – The choice of size for the smaller matrix is important. If it is too large then the similarity is more a function of the small details (noise) in the trace, but if it is too small then there is no way to really even determine temporal similarity. We choose a small 16x16 matrix because it works and it is small enough to be very fast. We used a simple bicubic algorithm for scaling the matrix down to a smaller size, but the scaling algorithm is not an important parameter due to the large scaling factor. Wavelet Type – We chose the Haar wavelet transform because it is both fast and it worked, so we did not see a need to move to a more complex scheme at this point. Many diﬀerent types of wavelets exist, each with strengths and weaknesses for diﬀerent applications. We selected Haar wavelets, which we describe in Section 6.3.4, because they are simple, fast, and memory-eﬃcient. Haar wavelets have proven eﬀective in determining how similar two images are. We wish to exploit this property for phase classiﬁcation by determining how similar two intervals are. Two intervals with similar behavior will “look” similar, and Haar wavelets should be able to detect the similarity between the “pictures” of their behavior. The primary disadvantage of Haar wavelets is that they are not continuous. The heart of the Haar wavelet transform is averaging and diﬀerencing, which we describe in Section 6.3.4. Since averaging and diﬀerencing works on pairs of array elements, it may miss some high frequency changes that occur between even and odd elements.
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Chapter 6. A Wavelet-Based Quantitative Technique for Analyzing Embedded Systems Clustering Algorithm – We selected k-means because it has proven to be very eﬀective for phase classiﬁcation in prior works. The purpose of clustering is to group intervals with similar behavior together. Initially, every interval is assigned to a random cluster. Each iteration of the algorithm determines the center of the cluster and assigns every point to the nearest cluster center. The algorithm iterates until a stable clustering is found. Since some randomness is involved, each execution of the algorithm may result in a diﬀerent clustering. For this reason, some implementations such as SimPoint take the average of multiple runs of the algorithm. During each run, SimPoint makes a decision about when to stop iterating the clustering algorithm based on how stable the clustering is. Unlike SimPoint, our technique simply executes a ﬁxed number of iterations of the clustering algorithm, rather than using a stopping condition since we do not yet know of a stopping condition for our technique. We chose a maximum number of phases of K=10 because it captures memory phases well and has been used by many prior works.



6.3.2



An Example of Wavelet Phase Detection



We now describe an example of wavelet phase detection as applied to L2 miss analysis. Our goal is to solve the problem of predicting main memory access behavior by analyzing the raw address stream. This allows us to compare directly to other techniques. Figure 6.1 illustrates the steps of our design ﬂow: Trace File Generation – We use the binary instrumentation utility Pin [39] to generate trace ﬁles for real commercial applications. A user of Pin writes a program called a pintool which runs in the same address space as the instrumented process, making it possible to inspect the values of every load. Both the application and all shared libraries needed by the program are instrumented. Matrix Representation of the Trace – We next generate a 2D matrix of the memory accesses. The columns are execution time, and the rows correspond to the address of the load modulo the cache size. Every twenty columns represent 1M instructions, and the 400 rows represent the L2 cache size, which is 1MB. Dividing the Matrix into Slices – We next divide the matrix of the trace ﬁle into smaller matrices that each represent 1M instructions. Each of these “slices” is twenty columns wide.
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Chapter 6. A Wavelet-Based Quantitative Technique for Analyzing Embedded Systems Resizing the Slices – We next scale each “slice” down to a small square of size 16×16 because the wavelet transform we apply in the next step needs the dimensions of the image to be a square whose sides have length of a power of two. We found that this size provides the optimal tradeoﬀ between performance and accuracy. Performing the Wavelet Transform – We next perform a 2D wavelet transform on each scaled matrix. We describe the details of this transform in Section 6.3.4. The result is a set of wavelet coeﬃcients that we can use to perform k-means clustering. Unlike wavelet image query, we do not discard any of the coeﬃcients. Performing K-Means Clustering on the Wavelet Coeﬃcients – We next perform k-means clustering on the wavelet coeﬃcients. Since the size of the transform is 16×16, our data have 256 dimensions. The number of points to be clustered is the number of intervals in the program. The distance between two points is the Euclidean distance between their wavelet coeﬃcients, but we ﬁrst apply tuning weights to the coeﬃcients using a scheme similar to [24] because the importance of a coeﬃcient is aﬀected by its 2D position. The result of k-means is that every interval in the program has been assigned to one of ten clusters.



6.3.3



Visualizing the Clustering –



Figure 6.2 shows the result of performing wavelet-based phase classiﬁcation on a trace ﬁle of the memory accesses of Firefox, which was instrumented as it loaded a web page in 902M instructions. The number above each slice corresponds to its phase. There are three bands in the image. The top band corresponds to cache hits, the middle band corresponds to L1 misses, and the lower band corresponds to L2 misses. L1 misses have a lower density than hits, and L2 misses have a lower density than L1 misses. We are concerned with how well the L2 misses are classiﬁed. An ideal phase classiﬁcation will group together those intervals with similar memory bus behavior. Our cache simulator has the following parameters: The L1 cache is a 16K, 2-way associative cache with a block size of 32 bytes. The L2 cache is a 1MB, 4-way associative cache with a block size of 64 bytes. In order to improve our clustering algorithm, it is very useful to be able to see a picture of the clustering chosen by our algorithm. This would be trivial if we were only working with two or three dimensions, but our data have many more dimensions. Therefore, we project the multidimensional data onto two dimensions. Figure 6.3 shows the clustering in the form of a 2D plot that is a random projection of the wavelet coeﬃcients of each interval. This plot is
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Figure 6.3: A 2D random projection of the wavelet coeﬃcients for Firefox. There is one point for each interval in the trace ﬁle. The size of the point corresponds to the number of L2 misses in that interval, and the intensity of the point corresponds to the phase. For clarity, the phase numbers are labelled. The wavelet technique successfully clusters intervals with many L2 misses together. The points in the upper left correspond to intervals with the lowest density of cache hits, and the points in the lower right correspond to intervals with the highest density of cache hits.



generated by multiplying an array containing the wavelet coeﬃcients of dimension #Intervals×#Coef f icients by a random matrix of dimension #Coef f icients×2 resulting in a matrix of dimension #Intervals×2. Each row of this matrix is a 2D point. The intensity of each point corresponds to the phase of the interval, and the size of a point corresponds to the number of L2 misses in that interval.



6.3.4



The Haar Wavelet Transform



We now describe some background on how simple wavelets work. Stollnitz et al. provide a much more thorough primer on wavelets and their application to the ﬁeld of computer graphics [62]. Averaging and Diﬀerencing – There are many diﬀerent types of wavelets, and some work better in certain situations than others. The most simple type of wavelet is a square wavelet known as a Haar wavelet [62]. The 1D Haar wavelet transform is computed by performing an operation called averaging and diﬀer-
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Chapter 6. A Wavelet-Based Quantitative Technique for Analyzing Embedded Systems encing O(log N ) times on an array of size N . For example, suppose we have an array of integers [8 6 2 4]. We compute the average of the ﬁrst two elements 8 and 6, which is 7. Then, we compute the average of the second two elements 2 and 4, which is 3. After computing the averages, the next step is to compute the diﬀerences, which are known as the detail coeﬃcients. Since 8 is one more than 7 and since 6 is one less than 7, 1 is the ﬁrst detail coeﬃcient. Similarly, since 2 is one less than 3 and since 4 is one greater than 3, −1 is the second detail coeﬃcient. We store the averages in the ﬁrst part of the array, followed by the detail coeﬃcients. At this point the array is [7 3 1 − 1]. The next step is to compute the average of 7 and 3, which is 5. The ﬁnal step is to compute the detail coeﬃcient, which is 2 since 7 is two more than 5 and since 3 is two less than 5. The ﬁnal transformed array is [5 2 1 − 1]. The ﬁrst element, 5, is the overall average of the entire array. The second element, 2, is a coarser detail coeﬃcient, and 1 and −1 are ﬁner detail coeﬃcients. The inverse process yields the original array. Wavelet Image Compression – The 1D Haar wavelet transform can be used to perform lossy image compression. An image is a 2D array of intensity values. The 1D transform is applied to every row of the image and then to every column of the image. The upper leftmost element of the resulting matrix contains the overall intensity of the image. The image is compressed by discarding the smallest coeﬃcients. The inverse 2D transform of the compressed image results in a more grainy version of the original. If the original image is not square, it is necessary to either scale the image to a square image or to pad the image with blank pixels prior to applying the 2D transform. Wavelet Image Query – Another successful application of wavelets is wavelet image query [24]. The goal of image query is to search a database in order to ﬁnd the closest match to the query image. Two images can be compared by comparing their signatures, which are generated by computing the 2D transform of the image and discarding the smallest coeﬃcients. Since pixels in the upper left quadrant of the image represent the coarse detail of the image, the coeﬃcients corresponding to these pixels are given greater weight. In addition, the image query algorithm can be tuned to a speciﬁc database of images (e.g. painted versus scanned pictures) by applying a set of tuning weights to the coeﬃcients. These weights are determined experimentally using a set of training data.
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6.4



Comparing Diﬀerent Techniques



We now describe the diﬀerent phase classiﬁcation structures that we evaluated against our wavelet-based technique. We also describe the metric we used to compare how well a particular metric captures memory bus behavior. Finally, we describe our visualization utility for understanding memory phases.



6.4.1



Alternatives to Basic Block Vectors



We would like to see how well our wavelet-based phase classiﬁcation technique performs in comparison to other previously proposed phase classiﬁcation techniques. The methods of performing phase classiﬁcation that we consider in this chapter are: • Basic Block Vector This is traditional phase classiﬁcation using a basic block frequency vector. We describe this technique in detail in Section 6.2.1. • Local Stride The frequency vector holds information about the strides of the memory accesses. The stride is the absolute value of the diﬀerence between the memory address accessed by a PC and the address previously accessed by the same PC. The k-th element of the frequency vector stores the frequency of accesses with a stride of k. We used vector sizes of 100 and 10,000. • Local Stride with PC Hash The local stride is XOR-ed with the PC. We used a vector size of 10,000 in this experiment. • Global Stride The stride is calculated as the absolute value of the diﬀerence between adjacent memory accesses. We used a vector size of 10,000. • Global Stride with PC Hash The global stride is XOR-ed with the PC. We used a vector size of 10,000. • Working Set (frequency) The working set [9] is the set of all memory addresses accessed by the program during an interval. The frequency vector holds the frequency of accesses to each element of the working set during an interval. To minimize the size of this vector, a hash function (MD5 of the address modulo the vector size) is used to determine the index of the vector to increment. • Working Set (bits) Another version of the working set experiment uses a bit vector, and any nonzero frequency is assigned a value of one. 48



Chapter 6. A Wavelet-Based Quantitative Technique for Analyzing Embedded Systems • Wavelet Coeﬃcients This technique is described in detail in Section 6.



6.4.2



Metric: Weighted Variance



In order to compare the diﬀerent phase classiﬁcation techniques, we need a metric of how well a given technique captures memory bus behavior. Computer architects have adopted the Coeﬃcient of Variation (CoV) of CPI as a metric for evaluating diﬀerent phase classiﬁcation techniques [32] [31]. However, since the coeﬃcient of variation is the standard deviation divided by the average, there will be a problem if a very long phase has almost no L2 misses. This occurs because the average could be less than zero, and dividing by a number N, where -1¡N¡1 may result in a large number. For example, in OpenOﬃce, there is a phase consisting of 218 intervals, but there is only one L2 miss during this phase. Therefore, the average number of misses per interval for this phase is 1 divided by 218, which is 0.0045872. Dividing the variance, which is 0.067573, by the average yields an (unweighted) Coeﬃcient of Variation of 14.7308 for this phase. For this reason, the metric that we will use is the weighted variance of the L2 misses, which is calculated by computing the variance for each phase and then determining the weighted average. A phase’s variance is weighted by the number of intervals in that phase.



6.5



Evaluation



Figure 6.4 shows the Coeﬃcient of Variation in the L2 misses for a variety of commercial applications. The wavelet technique is the most eﬀective on average, followed by local stride, local hash, global stride, global hash, basic block vector, and working set. For local stride, a smaller vector size (100) is more eﬀective than a larger vector size (10K). Combining local stride with PC hash is not beneﬁcial on average. Global stride is less eﬀective than local stride, and combining global stride with PC hash is not beneﬁcial. The working set frequency vector is more eﬀective on average than the working set bit vector, which demonstrates that there is a cost for the reduced space requirements of the bit vector. Basic block vectors outperform both versions of working set on average. Figure 6.5 shows the execution time per instruction. This was calculated by measuring the time to perform the phase classiﬁcation and dividing this value by the total number of instructions in the trace ﬁle. We performed the timing experiments on a 2.2GHz Intel Celeron processor with 1Gb of RAM running Linux 2.6.9. On average, global hash has the worst performance, and our wavelet-based technique has the best performance (8.7ns on average). Note that SimPoint’s 49
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Figure 6.4: Weighted variance of the L2 misses for several commercial applications. On average, the wavelet technique captures the L2 misses the best.
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Figure 6.5: Execution time per instruction in nanoseconds. Global hash has the worst performance (124.2ns on average), and our wavelet-based technique has the best performance (8.7ns on average).



implementation could be more eﬃcient because it processes the input multiple times. Implementing our phase classiﬁcation technique in hardware rather than in software will result in much better performance, as will optimizations to the phase classiﬁcation algorithm. A hardware widget capable of performing online phase classiﬁcation would not be diﬃcult to design. It would consist of a buﬀer of memory of size 8K, which is the number of pixels (20 by 400) in one “slice.” For each interval, this slice is scaled down to 256 bytes (16 by 16), and the 2D transform is performed in place on this memory region. The 2D transform is extremely fast in hardware. Since only 256 bytes are required to represent one interval of 1M instructions, only 256K would be needed to represent one billion instructions.



6.6



A Utility for Interactively Visualizing Memory Phases



We have developed an interactive visualization tool to help us understand intuitively the complex phase behaviors of commercial applications. Figure 6.6 shows our visualization tool. The user scrolls to the desired location of the image representing the trace ﬁle. Clicking on an interval highlights that interval, and the source code corresponding to that interval appears in the source code window,
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Chapter 6. A Wavelet-Based Quantitative Technique for Analyzing Embedded Systems with the relevant line highlighted. Of course, viewing the source code is not always possible for shared libraries or closed-source commercial software. A pull-down menu allows the user to select from the lines of source code that result in the most misses during the interval. A histogram of the PCs that have the greatest number of L2 misses is shown in the lower left in decreasing order. We can also show histograms for other statistics, such as the distribution of local stride. Another version of this utility shows the intervals that most closely match the selected interval using the wavelet technique. This tool is useful for understanding memory phases because it allows a user to see the relationship between a speciﬁc phase and statistics about that phase. System designers can use this utility to gain insights into the memory phases in order to make hardware and software work together more eﬃciently. Software developers can identify problematic lines of code that result in many cache misses. Since application performance is heavily impacted by the shared libraries, programmers can identify problematic modules with our utility and take corrective action. We are not the ﬁrst to develop a utility for viewing program phases. Reiss et al. propose a visualization tool called JIVE that dynamically identiﬁes and displays the phases of a Java program as it executes [47]. JIVE instruments the program, slowing it down by a factor of two. JIVE displays what classes are executing, the number of allocations of each class, and the state of each thread. Since our utility is geared towards understanding the memory phase behavior of commercial applications, it presents a diﬀerent set of statistics and visual information than JIVE.



6.7



Applying Wavelet-Based Phase Classiﬁcation to the Reconﬁgurable Domain



Understanding the memory behavior of commercial applications is challenging because of their complex behavior. We have overcome this challenge by devising a new technique for performing phase classiﬁcation that is based on wavelets. Our technique can accurately capture the memory bus behavior of real web browsers, productivity programs, and image editing software. We have compared our technique against several other well-known phase classiﬁcation structures using the metric of weighted variance in the number of L2 misses as the basis for comparison. We found that our technique captures the memory bus behavior signiﬁcantly more accurately than prior techniques, and it has less overhead. We have also presented a visualization utility that makes it easier to understand the memory
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Figure 6.6: A trace ﬁle visualization utility. This java applet allows the user to scroll around the trace ﬁle and select an interesting interval. Clicking on an interval highlights it and displays a histogram of the L2 misses in the selected interval in the lower left. A pull-down menu contains the lines of source code that result in the most L2 misses in the selected interval. Selecting one of these lines displays the source code in the lower right, and the selected line is highlighted.
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Chapter 6. A Wavelet-Based Quantitative Technique for Analyzing Embedded Systems behavior of commercial applications, facilitating the design of more eﬃcient systems. Since traditional phase classiﬁcation uses basic block vectors, it is necessary to have an executing program with a program counter on a von Neumann style architecture. This makes it unsuitable for unconventional computer architectures, FPGAs, and embedded systems. Since our wavelet-based technique does not have this limitation, we have opened up the possibility of studying the phase behavior of systems for which this has not been possible before. We plan apply our wavelet-based phase classiﬁcation technique to a realistic embedded application to analyze its memory bus behavior. Cycle-accurate simulation of an FPGA system with multiple interacting cores is very expensive, and identifying phases in the behavior of the circuit will allow us to perform cycle-accurate simulation of each phase without having to repeat the simulation whenever that phase reoccurs.
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Chapter 7 A Realistic Application for Evaluating Our Security Primitives Yea, from the table of my memory I’ll wipe away all trivial fond records, All saws of books, all forms, all pressures past, That youth and observation copied there. William Shakespeare (1564-1616), Hamlet (c. 1600)



7.1



Design Goals



We plan to simulate a realistic embedded application in order to evaluate our methods. If time permits, we plan to implement this application on an FPGA. Although this is ongoing research, we are currently considering a red/black system to achieve this goal. The concept of a red/black system originates from the ﬁeld of cryptography, in which black wires traditionally handle unclassiﬁed information, and red wires handle sensitive data. The simplest design consist of three cores: a red CPU core for handling sensitive data, a black CPU core for handling unclassiﬁed data, and an AES cryptographic core for performing cryptographic operations. We must adopt a design that is simple enough to be straightforward to implement, yet sophisticated enough to provide a realistic example of a system in which our methods are likely to be used. In one possible design of a red/black system, the data handled by the red processor, which is sensitive, is kept in encrypted form, and the AES core decrypts the data prior to entering the red processor. In this case, our reference 55
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Figure 7.1: A red/black system. A red CPU handles sensitive data, a black CPU handles unclassiﬁed data, and a cryptographic core performs encryption and decryption.



monitor should enforce a policy that ensures that the black CPU cannot access those memory ranges used by the red CPU or the AES core. A simple, ﬁxed compartmentalization policy is appropriate for this situation. One of the design challenges of a red/black system is how to minimize the impact of the AES core on memory latency. Another challenge is how to tag the sensitive data so that the system can discriminate between sensitive data and unclassiﬁed data. A third challenge is how to form a realistic set of benchmarks to execute on this system. If most of the data is unclassiﬁed and the black CPU is busy, the red CPU can pick up some of the slack by processing unclassiﬁed data in parallel with the black CPU. However, if most of the data is sensitive, the red CPU will be busy, and the black CPU will not be able to pitch in.



7.2 7.2.1



Related Work Secure Computing for Traditional CPUs



The red/black system draws upon ideas from the ﬁeld of secure computing systems for traditional microprocessors. Lee et al. have proposed architectural enhancements to a general-purpose processor to enable a form of computing called virtual secure coprocessing [33]. In their model, only the CPU and on-chip cache are trusted, and all data is encrypted prior to leaving the chip. An on-chip hash 56



Chapter 7. A Realistic Application for Evaluating Our Security Primitives engine performs a cryptographic hash of the code to verify that it belongs to a trusted software library. Only the trusted library can access the cryptographic keys in a special mode of execution, and the processor will not execute code unless the veriﬁed bit is set. Only secure mode threads can access a cache line if the sensitive bit is set. The AEGIS processor [63] also performs encryption and hashing on the chip for protecting the privacy and integrity of instructions and data, but they also add an access permission check within the TLB to prevent software attacks. In addition, they have devised a way to use the physical properties unique to each device to generate a cryptographic key in order to authenticate a speciﬁc CPU. Execute-Only Memory (XOM) is another proposal for a secure microprocessor [37]. In this scheme, the processor contains an asymmetric secret key, and the header block of each application has a symmetric session key. The XOM processor uses its secret key to decrypt the session key, and the processor contains a session key table that has one entry for each process. All data is tagged with an identiﬁer that acts and an index into the session key table. Only the active process can read from or write to memory, and a process can only access memory if the identiﬁer of the process matches the tag. This prevents a process from accessing the memory of another process. Kirovski et al. have proposed embedding encrypted data into each block of instructions prior to installation [28], and the processor checks the integrity of the data at runtime using its asymmetric key. Since millions of instructions execute every second, software decryption can become expensive. This has led to proposals to remove software decryption from the critical path so that it can be performed in parallel with other tasks. For example, Yang et al. propose an encryption scheme in which memory accesses can occur in parallel with encryption or decryption [69]



7.2.2



Symmetric Cryptographic Processors



CryptoManiac is a co-processor that supports multiple symmetric crypto ciphers [68]. Several ciphers were proﬁled to ﬁnd bottlenecks. CryptoManiac is a 4-wide VLIW architecture with no cache or branch predictor because symmetric ciphers do not have branch or memory bottlenecks. The VLIW architecture executes a group of instructions at the same time. The host processor sends requests to a queue, and requests are dispatched to one of four CryptoManiac processing elements. Cryptonite is another symmetric processor that is also capable of one-way hash functions [44]. It has a two-cluster architecture so that key expansion can occur in parallel with encryption. Symmetric keys are much shorter than the length
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Chapter 7. A Realistic Application for Evaluating Our Security Primitives of the message, and they must be expanded before encryption or decryption can occur. Cryptonite has a reconﬁgurable permutation engine because permutations are fundamental to cryptography and because diﬀerent algorithms have diﬀerent permutation tables. SMP is another architecture that has been proposed for symmetric crypto [10] Most symmetric ciphers process data in blocks, and many use the Cipher Block Chaining (CBC) encryption mode, in which a plaintext block is XORed with the previous ciphertext block prior to encryption. Unfortunately, CBC is diﬃcult to parallelize, which led to the development of Interleaved CBC (ICBC), in which multiple streams of CBC encryption are interleaved so that the encryption can be successfully parallelized on a SMP machine.



7.2.3



Asymmetric Cryptographic Processors



RSA and Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) are the two most popular types of asymmetric crypto. RSA is based on modular exponentiation, and ECC is based on point multiplication. ECC provides more security per bit of key length than RSA, a desirable feature in constrained environments. The processor proposed by Goodman and Chandrakasan can perform either RSA or ECC, and the computation unit is the only part of the processor that can be reconﬁgured dynamically, resulting in lower overhead [15]. Leong and Leung propose an ECC processor with an ALU that performs ﬁeld arithmetic rather than integer arithmetic [34]. Field arithmetic is the most basic building block of ECC, and it is needed to perform point multiplication. McIvor, McLoone, and McCanny propose an RSA processor with a Montgomery multiplier that can add very large operands without carry propagation [40]. Modular multiplication is the most basic building block of RSA, and it is needed to perform modular exponentiation. The Montogomery Algorithm is one of the most eﬃcient algorithms for performing modular multiplication.
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Chapter 8 Quantitative Analysis If you are looking for perfect safety, you will do well to sit on a fence and watch the birds; but if you really wish to learn, you must mount a machine and become acquainted with its tricks by actual trial. Wilbur Wright (1867-1912)



8.1



Applying Phase Classiﬁcation to the Reconﬁgurable Domain



As we discussed in Chapter 6, phase classiﬁcation has proven to be useful in the microprocessor domain for directing compiler optimizations, reducing power consumption, reducing the overhead of proﬁling, and speeding up architectural simulation. Our goal is to ensure that our approach to security is eﬃcient in terms of power, performance, and area. We plan to evaluate the combined performance of our security methods with a realistic embedded application, such as the red/black system we described in Chapter 7. Our plan is to apply phase classiﬁcation to the reconﬁgurable domain so that we can ﬁnd the phases of the full system. Knowledge of these phases will allow us to perform a simulation of the system at a much ﬁner level of detail because the phases repeat themselves.



8.2



Proposed Methodology



We can immediately apply the technique we presented in Chapter 6 to ﬁnd phases in the memory bus behavior of our full system. Since our security methods provide logical separation by enforcing memory access policies, knowledge of the memory phases will be helpful in evaluating the performance of the full system. 59



Chapter 8. Quantitative Analysis In addition to the memory phases, it may be possible to apply our wavelet-based technique to ﬁnd phases in the generic behavior of our embedded application Although this is ongoing research, we anticipate that such analysis will require changing some of the parameters of the technique and devising a diﬀerent metric of “goodness” of the phase phase classiﬁcation. For example, we expect the phases to occur on a much smaller time scale than memory phases. As part of this ongoing research, we have been analyzing traces of the state of every element of a circuit over time. We refer to circuit elements as nets. Figure 8.1 shows a plot of a section of such a trace ﬁle for an 8-bit microprocessor. The x-axis is time, and the nets are randomly mapped to the y-axis. Black indicates that the state of the net is zero, white indicates one, red indicates X (undetermined), and green indicates Z (high impedance line). Such a color scheme allows us to visualize the switching behavior of the circuit, which is a component of the power consumption. Due to the size of the trace ﬁle, we are only able to show a fraction of the trace ﬁle in Figures 8.1 and 8.2. Although the behavior of the circuit shown in Figure 8.1 appears to be random, if we sort the rows according to their features, some interesting behaviors become visible. Sorting the rows by their wavelet features allows us to see more meaningful patterns in the data. We have been applying a 1D Haar wavelet transform to each row and then sorting the rows according to their weighted wavelet coeﬃcients. Figure 8.2 shows the result of applying such a sorting scheme to Figure 8.1.
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Chapter 8. Quantitative Analysis



Figure 8.1: Switching behavior of an 8-bit microprocessor. The x-axis is time, and the circuit elements (nets) are randomly mapped to the y-axis. Black indicates that a net has a value of zero, white indicates one, red indicates undeﬁned, and green indicates high impedance line.
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Chapter 8. Quantitative Analysis



Figure 8.2: The result of sorting the rows of Figure 8.1 by their features. We apply a 1D Haar wavelet transform to each row of Figure 8.1 and sort the rows by their weighted wavelet coeﬃcients in order to visualize meaningful switching behavior.
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Chapter 9 A Schedule for Completion of Tasks Of every 100 soldiers, 10 do not belong there and should be sent home. 80 are just targets. Nine are the true warriors, and we are glad to have them, for they make the battle. But one, he is the leader, and he brings the rest home. Heraclitis (540 B.C. - 480 B.C.) The tasks already completed: • A formal language for expressing access control policies • A method of translating policies to a hardware description of a reference monitor that can be loaded onto an FPGA • A novel technique for analyzing embedded systems that uses wavelets to ﬁnd phases in the memory bus behavior of computer programs The tasks to be completed: 1. A conﬁguration manager that can dynamically switch the policy contained in the reference monitor • Ensure that transitions between policies are smooth • Design a language to program the conﬁguration manager 2. An automated approach to the incremental construction of mathematically precise security policies 63



Chapter 9. A Schedule for Completion of Tasks • Demonstrate the usefulness of this technique on a variety of policies • Submit a paper describing this technique 3. A quantitative analysis of the costs of our security methods • Simulate a realistic embedded application, such as a red/black system • Use phase classiﬁcation to drive a simulation at a ﬁne granularity 4. Write and defend dissertation We will perform the bulk of the work of task No. 1 in the summer quarter of 2006 at the Naval Postgraduate School in Monterey, California. We plan to complete the work on the conﬁguration manager in the fall quarter of 2006. We will perform the bulk of the work of task No. 2 in the fall quarter of 2006, and we plan to complete this task in the winter quarter of 2007. We will perform the bulk of the work of task No. 3 in the winter quarter of 2007, and we plan to complete this task in the spring quarter of 2007. We expect that the summer quarter of 2007 is a realistic time frame to complete task No. 4.
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